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POLICE PATROLMAN


DEFINITION:


Undergeneral supervision, to patrol an assigned beat in the en-


for cementof law and order) to carry out special assignments in the


protection of life and property) and to perform related work.


TYPICAL TASKS:


Patrols an assigned area by car, foot, or motorcycle to maintain


law and order) responds to emergenciesas directed by radio and tele-


phone) investigates unusual or suspicious conditions, traffic accidents,


•• and complaints) makesarrests, guards prisoners, and questions suspects)


prepares reports on investigations, offenses, arrests, and activities)


answers inquiries from the public) serves criminal and civil papers;


issues citations) makesor assists in makingcriminal investigations;


prepares evidence and appears in court) administers first aid and gives


assistance to the injured) notes and reports unsafe or hazardous condi-


tions; fingerprints, photographs, books, and superVises prisoners;


transports prisoners; participates in training conferences and programs,


and practices the use of firearms; investigates vice conditions) keeps


records.


EMPLOYMENTSTANDARDS:


Graduation from high school.


•
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LeonWilliams, Project Director
NeighborhoodYouthCorps
Room405, Robinson Building
520 E Street
san Diego, California


DearMr. Williams:


This is to confirm our telephone conversation and to thank
you for your willingness to serve as a memberof the oral
examiningboard for the position of Police Patrolman. I
feel we are extremely fortunate to have you with us.


Enclosed is our Manualfor Interview BoardMembersand a
bulletin describing the position involved. In order for the
board membersto go over the interview procedure before the
first candidate arrives, we should meet at 8:15 a.m., Thursday,
July 14, 1966, 8th floor, City Administration Building,
CommunityConcourse, 2nd & C Streets. Wewill validate your
parking ticket whenyou park in the Concourse parking garage.


Wehave found that it is particularly helpful if each board
membercan develop a question or a problem. Byasking each
candidate the same set of questions, we develop a standard
for comparingand ranking the candidates.


Very truly yours,


~~\bw
Neil Bristow
Police Examiner


NB:kb


Enc.








MANUAL
FOR


INTERVIEW BOARD MEMBERS


MANUAL INDEX CODE: 5.!:itl







GO CITY CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION and staff wish to


l. inary greeting to you as a future fellow worker in the operation


~~-rts is true in all human organizations, a governmental


tetter:than the individual employees of which it is com-,
~"tlgyour expert assistance in selecting key personnel for


''a,rerJnf!:ering a vital public service that contributes directly
'. i/ II::
~. 0 t .~ tire community. We are looking forward to the


~~::5/~-.. ?>,


e,zp. 2 you in person.


~~'
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MANUAL FOR INTERVIEW BOARD MEMBERS


GOOD GOVERNMENT
DEMANDS THE INTELLIGENT
INTEREST OF EVERY CITIZEN


You have been selected to serve on a City Civil Service


Interview Board because your knowledge, experience, and


judgment are highly regarded. Accordingly, there is no


doubt concerning your ability to function well as a board


member. However, it is believed that some orientation to


City Civil Service procedures would be of value to you.


It is the purpose of this pamphlet to briefly provide such


an orientation with the goal of giving all board members


a common understanding of their mission. In addition,


the Personnel Analyst responsible for the examination


will conduct an orientation session immediately before


the board begins its work. At that time in formation per-


tinent to the particular examination will be presented,


and any questions that you may have can be discussed.


ORGANIZATION


For most examinations, the interview board consists of


three members. One member is selected to act as chair-


man and it is his duty to introduce the other board members


to the candidates as they are presented, to regulate the


time of the interviews, and to be responsible for guiding







the proceedings, whenever necessary, by keeping


the interviews focused on the business at hand.


For the most part, however, a board should


function as a relaxed, informal team without


obvious leadership when the actual interviewing


all citizens without bias or favor being extended


to any candidate because of his racial or national


origin, religion, fraternal affiliations, or social


status. The Civil Service Rules state in part:


"No question in any test shall relate to race


or to political or religious opinions, affiliations,is under way.


or service." This rule is eminently practical
PURPOSE as well as being supportive of the highest ideals
All candidates appearing before a City Civil


Service Interview Board have already passed


either a comprehensive written test or a careful


evaluation of their education, training, and work


of merit system operations. A candidate who


experience. It is desired, therefore, that the


had been questioned concerning his racial or


national origin, religion, or politics, and who


subsequently received a low interview score,


could be expected to infer discrimination and


to properly protest to the Civil Service Commis-


SIOn. It should be kept in mind that all Civil


Service operations are of public record and must


be so conducted as to be able to successfully


withstand unfriendly scrutiny.


interview be concentrated on the candidate's


personal qualifications that are best evaluated


in interview, rather than on technical qualifi-


cations. This would include such areas as poise,


bearing, emotional stability, grooming, speech,


judgment, leadership potential, and similar fac-


tors not susceptible to evaluation in a written


test. This does not mean that technical questions


repetitive of prior testing. While appropriate


Two other major aspects of fairness and equality


in interviewing concern length and content. As


the day wears on and the interviews become


repetitive, there is a natural tendency to shorten


them. This is undesirable for obvious reasons.


While interviews need not be timed to exactly


the same number of minutes, an effort should be


made to give all candidates approximately equal


time. Likewise, the content of the interviews


need be entirely omitted,


should be de-emphasized
but rather that they


as probably being


questions concerning a candidate's personal


history are quite proper, discussions of physical


or medical histories should be avoided. Judg-


ments of that nature are the responsibility of


the physician making the required pre-employment


physical examination for the City.


should be kept relatively uniform. This does


SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
In private ente . Irpn se an emp oyer may properly


set arbitrary standards involving such things as


social and financial status as requirements for


certain positions. In City Civil Service, however,
merit must be the ch ief iter i ferr en on 0 acceptability
with equal competitive opportunity extended to


not mean that all candidates must be asked the


same questions, but it is recommended that the


interviews be guided so as to cover the same


general areas of discus sion. In most exam-


inations, at least some of the candidates get


together afterward to compare notes on their


They are quick to spot


In treatment, but are


interview experiences.


any glaring inequities


equally able to recognize fairness and equality


of opportunity.







SCORING
Included in this pamphlet is a copy of the


rating form to be used in the interviews. The
form is essentially self-explanatory. In using


it, the rater checks off the candidate's degree


of possession of certain traits or qualifications,
but only one over-all numerical score is assign-


ed. Detail s concerning use of the form will


be discussed with you before the interviews
begin.


The first objective in scoring will be to deter-


mine whether a candidate is acceptable or


unacceptable regarding basic fitness or


competence to fill a position. It is quite


proper to give a failing score (less than 70%)


to any candidate who you feel does not measure


up to the minimum standards. The next major


aspect of scoring is to rank the candidates
who are found acceptable. That is, they should


be measured against each other as well as
against your concept of the ideal qualifications


for the position. Passing scores may range


from 70% to 100% and the greater the range of


passing scores, the more effective the inter-
view will have been as a selection device.


KNOWING THAT YOUR READING of
this booklet was probably done at the ex-
pense of other important personal activities,
we have tried to make it brief but informa-
tive. Its only purpose is to attempt to
assist in enabling Board Members to work
together in the greater harmony that comes
with a mutual understanding of mission
and methods. We appreciate your taking
time to read it and hope that you will find
it helpful and worthwhile.







SUGGESTIONS
In general, one of the best indicators of an
interviewer's skill is the ratio of the inter-:
viewer's speaking time to that of the candi-
date. The more time the candidate spends
In speaking, the better, and questions
should be designed with that goal in mind.
Situational questions (What would you do
if you found yourself .... ?) that require
lengthy, elaborate structuring are to be
avoided as are those with obvious answers


(00 you think you could handle the job .... ?)


The best interviewing atmosphere is one of
a friendly, get-acquainted meeting with
respect for the candidate's persona] dignity.
A board interview should not be an occasion
which needlessly brings humiliation I em-
barrassment, or degradation to the candi-
date. It is very seldom desirable to
deliberately place a candidate under stress
for experimental reasons. As a matter of
simple kindness as well as good public
relations, if it occurs that questioning has
produced a series of obviously poor answers
or complete inability to answer, it is well
to close the interview, or that portion of
it, with a question or questions that the
candidate would be certain to be able to
answer.


Disgruntled candidates can and do utilize
channels of protest and appeal when they
feel board decisions have been improper
or unfair. To avoid such complaints, or to


reduce their validity, it is well to close all
interviews by doing these three things:
(]) Ask the candidate if he wishes to make
any further statement or add anything to
what has been covered in the interview,
(2) Ask him if he feels he has been given
. a fair interview and opportunity to present
his qualifications, and (3) Request that
he not discuss his interview with anyone


until all interviews have been completed.







NAME _


FORM cS.R-9A (REV.) SAN DIEGO CITY CIVIL SERVICE Index Code: 10.2911


PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS APPRAISAL


POSITION TITL E ________________ DATE


INSTRUCTIONS: Ask yourself how this candidate compares with those who are doing work of this kind and how he compares, trait by trait, with orber candidates


for the position. Show by a check (V) that point on each scale where, in your judgment, the candidate stands. At the close of the interview, assign a final


percentage score, make appropriate comments and sign the appraisal form ALL IN INK.


I. APPEARANCE:
What do you think of the applicant's


personal appearance and dress?


2. ALERTNESS:
Does the applicant appear alert and


intelligent?


3. EMOTIONAL STABILITY:
Is the applicant at ease and well


poised?


4. PRESENTATION OF IDEAS:
How does the applicant present


his ideas?


5. ABILITY TO GET ALONG WITH
OTHERS: Does the applicant inspire


confidence and command loyalty?


6. DECISIONS AND JUDGMENT:
What do you think of the applicant's


judgment?


7. GENERAL FITNESS FOR THE


L Ii--~U~n~fa-v~'o-,-.-,b-,l~e-----fUc-n~i-m-p-'-;-e-s-s~ivi'e----LAc-c-c-e-pL,-.-'b~l-eL'--I-'-:A"b-o-v-e-':A-v-e-,-.Lg-e- ---'-E=-x-c-e711c-e-o-'---'---


2. If------'----c;v:'--',.----'-- -='0-' -'--=----'-'- _-'--,----"'----'----c_ ----'-~'-,-----'---- ---='---'-o---,-'-----i
Often Slow to Grasp Average Bright Unusually Alert


Misunderstands Subtleties Keenness and Quick


3. Ir---'---~~--'-- -~'~-'-' ~--'-'- ---';'o;-c~'c-;-;--'---- ----+-' --c'---;:--;';-' - --";:-----'--;----:--
Easily Self-Conscious Good Self Superior Self Exceptional


Disconcerted Control Command Poise


4. 11---'-rc=7fL'=dr'-- -----cSc'="Dc!!f"f'C'=l~,'c-- ----'-"M=d-'-'=--=-'-- ----"''r'CfIc:ec:.,:e'c:.c:nd'''----'UT'---;I'';-I-oC''l-'-'--on use orne I leu y 0 erate ~ nusua year
and Illogical Clarity Effective and Convincing


5. !f---''uf,;;n';pTle-::';Cs''a;;;n;;;,.-''---S""om~~:;;w01h;;;.",-'-'T"'-;;.-;:c:;t1/:'e"s"s:--'L-':','-k::.C:.hbt'Ie;;-;.::n"ar-------'---,A,-,=o"u~'s"e=s:-'--+----'''E''x='''"'e:''m=e''lyc-'--
or Abrupt or Antagonistic Friendly Cooperation Inspiring


6. II--::;-'--;-:-",.--cc-!'- ---'-=--'---,-----'--- _---'--,------'----0-;--'--_ ----=--'----'-,-------'-- -----'----'----'---
Notably Lacking Poorly Acceptable Firm, Well Con- Exceptional


Considered Judiciousness s idered Answers Soundness


7. I_~'----,J'~"-' -+-----t',.---,-"-' -LI - I~"-I ,..,--LI~'- -'------"---'--- ---'-----'--------'---
Unsuited for Not quite up I Would make an Definitely Outstanding
this work to Standard Average Employee Above Average


POSITION: Consider your overall


evaluation of the candidate, based on


a composite of the above traits plus any


additional traits or qualifications which are


important in the position, as indicated below in your comments.


COMMENTS: Appraisal Score %
(NOTE: 70% is the minimum passing score.)


EXAMINER





